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Abstract

Young black gay/bisexual and other men who have sex with men (YB-GBMSM) living with HIV are at risk for poor engagement in HIV care. Relatively little is known about factors that impact engagement outcomes at various stages along the HIV care continuum in this specific population. The purpose of this analysis was to examine associations between various psychosocial factors and likelihood of engagement at each stage of the care continuum, among a geographically diverse sample of 132 YB-GBMSM living with HIV. Negative self-image, a component of HIV stigma, had an inverse association with early care seeking after HIV diagnosis ($OR = 1.05; 95\% CI 1.01–1.10$). Negative self-image was also inversely associated with adherence to medical appointments ($OR = 0.95; 95\% CI 0.91–0.99$), while employment ($OR = 0.30; 95\% CI 0.12–0.75$) and ethnic identity affirmation ($OR = 0.28; 95\% CI 0.12–0.68$) were both positively associated with appointment adherence. HIV-positive identity salience was associated with a higher likelihood of being on antiretroviral therapy ($OR = 1.06; 95\% CI 1.02, 1.09$). These findings highlight the importance of processes related to identity development, as both barriers and facilitators of engagement in care for HIV-positive YB-GBMSM.

Introduction

Rates of new HIV infection continue to rise among adolescents and young adults between 13 and 24 years of age.1 These trends are largely driven by escalating rates among young gay/bisexual men and other men who have sex with men (Y-GBMSM), and this increase is most dramatic for young black GBMSM (YB-GBMSM). Between 2006 and 2009, HIV incidence among YB-GBMSM increased by 48%, which was the largest increase seen in any demographic or risk-group category.2 In 2009, YB-GBMSM made up 54% of new infections among Y-GBMSM, although black Americans comprise only 13% of the US population.1 Reducing such disparities is a major focus of the domestic HIV agenda, as reflected in the 2010 National HIV/AIDS Strategy.3

Policy and research initiatives are increasingly concentrating not only on reducing HIV incidence and prevalence, but also on improving engagement in care and clinical outcomes after diagnosis.4 Engagement in HIV care has been conceptualized as a continuum or cascade that includes the following stages: (1) HIV diagnosis, (2) linkage to care, (3) retention in care, (4) initiation on antiretroviral therapy (ART), and (5) viral suppression.5 Optimizing engagement in care has been shown to decrease individual morbidity and mortality, and to dramatically reduce the risk of HIV transmission to others.6 However, population-based studies of engagement at the national level have yielded sobering results, as only 19–28% of HIV-positive individuals are estimated to have achieved viral suppression.7,8 Engagement is even worse among adolescents and young adults at every stage; less than 6% of HIV-positive youth between 13 and 29 years of age are estimated to be virally suppressed.9

Despite their disproportionate representation among people living with HIV, relatively little research has focused on understanding and optimizing the continuum of engagement in care specifically among YB-GBMSM. Young age, black race, and gay/bisexual identity may have independent and/or synergistic associations with likelihood of engagement at various stages. Younger individuals living with HIV are consistently found to be at the highest risk for
adolescence and young adulthood. Non-engagement at each stage of the continuum. 10 Black race has also been associated with poorer engagement in some studies, although this relationship is inconsistent and varies by geographic setting. 6,8,11 Some of this variation may be due to diversity within black populations, as prior work has documented differences in HIV testing, for example, between foreign-born and US-born black adults. 12 Among adults, GBMSM have been found to have higher rates of engagement relative to the other risk behavior-based groups such as heterosexual women or injection drug users; however, this protective effect does not hold true for black GBMSM. 13 These findings highlight the importance of characterizing and understanding engagement within specific subgroups of GBMSM and understanding ways in which culturally-specific barriers and facilitators interact and operate to influence care utilization for a given population.

In attempting to optimize engagement, it is important to build an understanding of the ways in which different characteristics of individuals may impact their engagement in care at various stages. The continuum/cascade has been criticized as a provider-driven conceptualization, as analysis of these endpoints (e.g., retention, adherence, viral suppression) and their correlates is frequently based on clinic-level data that is collected for other purposes. 14 Such research often focuses exclusively on demographic (e.g., race, age, sex) and clinical correlates of engagement in care. In contrast, qualitative research grounded in patients’ experiences has highlighted the importance of cognitive and psychosocial processes as influences on engagement at various stages. 14 We have conceptualized both the sociodemographic and potential psychosocial influences on engagement in care within a theoretical framework based on Social Action Theory (SAT) (Fig. 1). SAT has previously been applied to research and intervention design in Y-GBMSM, and lends itself to the incorporation of individual-level contextual influences and developmental processes that are critical during adolescence and young adulthood. 15–19 SAT proposes that health outcomes and health promoting behaviors such as engagement in HIV care are influenced by contextual influences, which in turn affect self-change processes and subsequently health behaviors and outcomes. 19 In the original description of this theory, contextual influences refer to the physical, social, biological, and mood/arousal factors that constitute the context of an individual’s health behavior. The self-change processes refer to goals, expectations, and strategies that serve as mechanisms for behavior change. SAT focuses on applying psychology to public health in a way that emphasizes interactions between social context and individual psychological processes. 16

Although less commonly studied compared to traditional demographic and clinical indicators, 20 there is support in the literature for relationships behind HIV engagement outcomes and psychological constructs that correspond to the SAT framework. The qualitative study cited above found depression, social support, and the development of an HIV-positive identity to be critical to understanding the continuum of engagement in care among adults in San Francisco, illustrating how, consistent with the SAT, contextual influences (mood/arousal, or depression) can lead to self-change processes (strategies such social support and identity acceptance) with implications for healthcare utilization behavior. 17 Another qualitative study from the Bronx similarly found health behavior skills, affective factors, and socio-cultural factors to be important in patients’ descriptions of barriers and facilitators of retention in HIV care. 21 Background contextual factors such as individuals’ identity constructs were also salient in a previous analysis from our parent study (ATN 070), in which gay identity and ethnic identity influenced adherence to medical appointments, with some evidence that HIV-positive identity might also play a role. 22 Finally, a significant body of work has examined associations between SAT-related psychosocial factors and medication adherence, which is a health promoting behavior that is also a part of the continuum of engagement in care. Depression, stigma, and social support are among the factors that have most commonly been associated with adherence to ART, and these can similarly be viewed as background contextual factors (depression and stigma) and self-change processes (utilizing social support) consistent with the SAT model. 23

The current study represents a secondary analysis of data collected as part of a cross-sectional mixed-methods research study conducted within the Adolescent Medicine Trials for HIV/AIDS Interventions (ATN). The overall goal of the parent study, ATN 070 (“Psychosocial Needs of HIV+ Young Men who have Sex with Men (YMSM)” ) was to examine the psychosocial and developmental needs of young MSM living with HIV; self-reported measures of adherence to healthcare were also examined. In light of the critical need for more information about predictors of engagement in HIV care among YB-GBMSM, the objective of this exploratory secondary analysis was to examine psychosocial correlates of engagement in care at different stages along the continuum. Although we did not have all of the necessary data to test the model in full, we used the SAT framework to guide the selection of potential predictor variables as part of an exploratory analysis.

Methods

Study design and procedures

Data collection was conducted at 14 adolescent medicine clinical care sites (Baltimore, Bronx, Chicago, 2 sites), DC, Ft. Lauderdale, Los Angeles, Manhattan, Memphis, Miami, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Tampa, San Francisco) between March and June of 2009. The research protocol was approved by the institutional review boards at all institutions involved in the collection and analysis of data. Male adolescents and young adults aged 16–24 who were living with HIV and receiving care within one of the clinical settings above, were approached by study coordinators to assess eligibility. Inclusion criteria were (1) biologically male at birth and identification as male at time of study participation; (2) HIV-infected as documented by medical record review or verbal verification with referring professional; (3) HIV infection acquired horizontally through sexual or substance use behavior; (4) age 16–24 at time of consent/assent; (5) ability to understand both written and spoken English; and, (6) at least
one sexual encounter involving either anal or oral penetration with a male partner during the 12 months prior to study participation.

Study coordinators conducted a brief screening interview in order to determine eligibility. Upon verification of eligibility, study coordinators obtained signed consent/assent and enrolled participants in the study utilizing a confidential code that contained no identifying personal information. An appointment to complete a 90-min audio computer assisted self-interview (ACASI) was scheduled for each participant. Data were saved in an encrypted format using ENTRUST encryption software and were not available for review by any clinical site personnel. The encrypted data were transmitted to a central data operations center where data were unencrypted and entered into a study database. Compensation for participation was determined by each site and was in line with typical incentives provided for similar studies at the site.

**Measures: Background factors**

**Demographics.** We focused our analysis exclusively on those participants who endorsed a black/African American racial identity, including those with multiple racial identities; all analyses that follow (including calculation of reliability coefficients) refer specifically to the black/African American subset of the overall 070 sample. Demographic variables included in this analysis, which are listed as individual-level contextual factors in our SAT theoretical model (Fig.1), were age, housing status, education, and employment. Age was measured as a continuous numerical variable that was self-reported by participants. Housing status was measured by a single question, “Where do you live now?” to which respondents had the opportunity to describe their housing arrangements as “own house/apartment”, “parent’s house/apartment”, “family member’s house/apartment”, “another person’s house/apartment”, “foster/group home”, “boarding home/shelter/halfway house”, or “other”. In our analysis, we combined these into four categorical values: “Lives alone”, “Lives with family”, “Lives with someone else”, and “Shelter”. Education was based on the single question, “What is the highest grade you have completed?” with responses categorized as “Less than high school education”, “High school education”, or “More than high school education” and dichotomized (less than high school versus high school or more) for the multivariable analysis. Finally, employment was measured by asking “Are you currently working?” with three possible answers: “Yes, full-time”, “Yes, part-time”, or “No”. Full-time and part-time employment were combined (and compared to not working) in the multivariable analysis.

**Ethnic identity.** Ethnic identity was assessed using the multi-group ethnic identity measure (MEIM). The MEIM is a 14-item scale including three items that require the participant to choose an ethnic group for himself as well as for each parent. Since our analysis was restricted to black/African American youth, we disregarded these closed-ended questions and utilized the remaining 11 items, which fall into two subscales: **Ethnic Identity Search** (a developmental and cognitive component) and **Affirmation, Belonging, and Commitment** (an affective component). Participants could answer items with a four-point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = agree; 4 = strongly agree). Scores from each item are averaged so that the total score on each subscale ranges from 1-4. Higher scores on each subscale indicate a stronger connection to one’s ethnic identity. The MEIM has been used in multiple studies with diverse youth, demonstrating good reliability across a range of ethnicities and ages. Cronbach’s alphas for our current study were acceptable: **Ethnic Identity Search** (z = 0.70); **Affirmation, Belonging, and Commitment** (z = 0.86).

**Sexual orientation identity.** Sexual orientation identity was assessed using Mayfield’s 23-item Internalized Homonegativity Inventory (IHNI), which requires participants to respond to questions using a five-point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neither agree nor disagree; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree). The measure contains three subscales: **Personal Homonegativity** (11 items measuring negative emotions and attitudes towards one’s own sexual orientation; total scores range from 11-66), **Gay Affirmation** (7 items measuring positive attitudes and feelings that being gay is important, normal, and fulfilling; total scores range from 7 to 35), and **Morality of Homosexuality** (5 items measuring negative attitudes regarding the moral implications of same-sex attraction and behavior; total scores range from 5 to 25). The IHNI has strong convergent, discriminant, and construct validity in prior studies. Cronbach’s alphas for the current study were acceptable: **Personal Homonegativity** (z = 0.93); **Gay Affirmation** (z = 0.82); **Morality of Homosexuality** (z = 0.68).

**Identity as a young man living with HIV.** Participants’ identity as young men living with HIV was assessed using two different measures. The **Negative Self-Image** subscale of the HIY Stigma Scale was used to assess HIV-related self-image. This subscale consists of 13 items rated on a four-point scale (1 = strongly agree; 2 = agree; 3 = disagree; 4 = strongly disagree; total scores range from 13 to 52). Cronbach’s alpha with our sample was high, consistent with previously published results (z = 0.90). The **Salience** subscale of the HIV-Positive Identity Questionnaire was used to assess how central or salient living with HIV is to one’s self-concept. Respondents rated their level of agreement with seven statements regarding thoughts/feelings about being HIV-positive on a five-point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree; total scores range from 7 to 35). Cronbach’s alpha with our current sample was z = 0.80.

**Psychological distress.** To create a proxy for psychological distress using our dataset, we first examined participants’ self-report of seeking mental health care as a dichotomous “yes/no” variable (Have [you] ever seen a psychiatrist, psychologist, marriage and family therapist, or social worker about the way you were feeling or behaving?). Participants next had the option of answering “yes/no” to various indications for seeking mental health treatment, including suicidality, depression, drug use, anxiety, and problems coping with illness. The number of indications endorsed by each participant was taken as proxy for multiple psychological stressors and made into a sum variable for the measurement of psychological distress.
Measures: Self-change processes

Social support. Participants’ access to, and satisfaction with their social support was assessed using the Social Support for Adolescents Scale. Our study utilized only the Emotional Support subscale, which asked participants to rate how helpful various individuals (including friends, family members, school personnel) were when they needed to talk about a personal problem (1 = not at all; 2 = somewhat; 3 = a great deal). Total scores ranged from 8–24. Cronbach’s alpha with our sample was \( \alpha = 0.70 \).

Motivational appraisals. Motivational appraisals were assessed using two different measures. The Future subscale of the Stanford Time Perspective Inventory was used to assess the degree to which participants were striving for future goals and rewards. The scale is made up of 13 items rated on a five-point scale (1 = very untrue; 2 = untrue; 3 = neutral; 4 = true; 5 = very true; total scores range from 13 to 60); Cronbach’s alpha for our study was \( \alpha = 0.73 \). The Life Outcome Expectancies measure was designed specifically for this study and was divided into two conceptual domains, Outcome Expectations and Efficacy. The Life Outcome Expectancies questions measured participants’ perceived likelihood of reaching life milestones on a five-point scale (1 = not at all; 2 = a little; 3 = somewhat; 4 = very; 5 = has already occurred) with a Cronbach’s alpha of \( \alpha = 0.71 \). The Efficacy questions measured participants’ perceived control over their life circumstances on a 4-point scale (1 = poor; 2 = fair; 3 = good; 4 = excellent) with a Cronbach’s alpha of \( \alpha = 0.82 \).

Measures: Health promoting behaviors and health outcomes

We utilized our self-report data to create proxies for each of the stages along the HIV care continuum. These outcomes measures related to engagement in care are described below.

Time to care-seeking (Linkage). We asked participants for the date of their diagnosis, as well as for the specific date when they first sought medical treatment for HIV. We conceptualized the time lag between the two dates as a proxy for measuring the time to linkage to care, recognizing several limitations: (1) self-report measure without corroboration of clinic visits, and (2) differential interpretation of “seeking” care which might involve making a call or finding a clinic but not actually enrolling in care, and (3) missing data. Based on the answers to this question, we grouped participants into the following categories of time to care-seeking: Same day, < 1 month, 1–3 months, and > 3 months.

Missed appointments (Retention). Adherence to medical appointments was measured using a single self-reported item: “How many doctor’s appointments have you missed in the past 3 months?” The 3-month time frame was used since optimal HIV care typically involves interaction with health care providers every 3 months. Responses to this single item were dichotomized into “no missed appointments” and “one or more missed appointments” in order to create a dependent variable that represented perfect adherence to medical appointments during the past 3 months.

ART utilization (Initiation on ART). Utilization of ART was measured using a single self-reported item: “Are you currently taking pills or other medicines to treat your HIV?” which could be answered as yes or no.

Adherence to ART. Adherence to ART was measured using a single self-reported item: “How many times did you miss taking a dose of pills in the last month?” Of note, this question followed an introductory paragraph that made it clear that all questions in the section were referring specifically to ART medications. We dichotomized responses at each of the time points to differentiate between participants who had missed any doses in the specified time interval, versus those who had not.

Data analysis

Data were examined for non-normality. None of the psychosocial variables showed evidence of skewness and/or kurtosis. We used univariate, bivariate, and multivariate analyses to examine distributions and associations between psychosocial, sociodemographic, and engagement outcome variables. Univariate analyses included frequencies and measures of central tendency and variability (Table 1). We conducted Chi-square or \( t \)-tests to assess bivariate relationships between predictors and engagement outcome variables. We created a correlation matrix to assess for potential multicollinearity between predictor variables (data not shown). Associations that were significant at \( p < 0.10 \) in bivariate analyses were retained in the multivariate models, as were the background demographic variables of age, education, time since diagnosis, and employment. Multivariate models were constructed using forward stepwise regression; demographic variables were included regardless of significance, however, the psychosocial covariates were only retained in the model if they remained significant and improved the model. Separate multivariate logistic regression models were developed for each outcome to explore associations between psychosocial predictors and engagement at different stages of the continuum (Tables 2–4). All data analysis was conducted using SPSS v.20 statistical software.

Results

Sample characteristics

A total of 132 black/African American YB-GBMSM living with HIV participated in the study. Demographic characteristics and engagement outcomes are presented in Table 1. A large proportion of our participants (\( n = 51, 42.9\% \)) reported seeking care on the day that they were first diagnosed with HIV, and the majority reported seeking care within the first month (\( n = 80, 67.3\% \)). The majority reported no missed appointments in the last 3 months (\( n = 83, 62.9\% \)). Less than half of the sample was currently on ART (\( n = 61, 46.2\% \)), and of those participants, the majority (\( n = 40, 65.6\% \)) reported no missed doses in the last month.

Regression analyses

We created a correlation matrix to assess the possibility of multicollinearity between predictor variables; all correlation coefficients were \( < 0.70 \) (data not shown). The regression models examining the association between psychosocial
factors and engagement outcomes are presented in Tables 2–4. For “Time to Care-Seeking,” variables entered into the regression model included demographics (age, education, time since diagnosis, and employment) and Negative Self-Image, which was significant at $p = 0.06$ in the bivariate analysis. Negative Self-Image remained significantly associated with seeking care on the day of HIV diagnosis (OR 1.05; 95% CI 1.01–1.10) in the logistic regression models; this was an inverse association, with a less negative self-image predicting a higher likelihood of same-day care seeking.

For the “Missed Appointments” outcome, the variables included in the model were the aforementioned demographic variables, ethnic identity affirmation, personal homonegativity, negative self-image, psychological distress, and social support. Working (OR 0.30; 95% CI 0.12–0.75) and Ethnic Identity Affirmation (OR 0.28; 95% CI 0.12–0.68) were significant predictors of having fewer missed appointments. Greater Negative self-image (OR 0.95; 95% CI 0.91–0.99) was a significant predictor of having more missed appointments.

For the “ART Utilization” outcome, variables included in the model based on bivariate analyses were demographics, social support, Life Outcome Expectancy, and HIV-Positive Identity Salience. HIV-positive identity salience was a significant predictor of ART utilization (OR 1.06; 95% CI 1.02–1.09) in the regression model.

Finally, for the “Adherence” outcome of missed doses within the last month, variables included in the model were demographics and Gay Affirmation, Personal Homonegativity, and Helplessness. None of these were significant in the regression model (data not shown).

### Discussion

YB-GBMSM are entering into HIV care in increasing numbers, and it is critically important to link, retain, and treat these youth in order to prevent HIV-related morbidity and mortality.
mortality. Despite these widely acknowledged epidemiologic trends and policy priorities, few studies have focused on understanding engagement in care for this specific population. This exploratory study sought to fill this gap by examining different stages of engagement in care and their unique psychosocial correlates within an exclusive sample of YB-GBMSM. Overall, our sample reported high rates of early care-seeking and retention in care. Less than half of our respondents were currently on ART, but of those, the majority reported good adherence. At each stage, different variables from our SAT-informed conceptual framework were significantly associated with engagement in medical care.

The Negative Self-Image component of HIV stigma was significantly negatively associated with early care-seeking on the day of diagnosis. HIV stigma has been similarly described as a barrier to timely linkage in prior, mostly qualitative research, including one study focused on adolescents, which found that healthcare providers perceived stigma to be a major barrier to linkage to care in that age group. Qualitative studies focused on barriers to linkage in adults, including studies from both providers’ and patients’ points of view, have also cited stigma as a critical obstacle at this early stage in the continuum. Our quantitative findings complement this body of research and similarly suggest that interventions to facilitate timely linkage to care should address internalized stigma in newly diagnosed individuals.

Our measure of retention, missed appointments within the last 3 months, was associated with three of the constructs in our model: The Negative Self-Image component of stigma, the Affirmation, Belonging, and Commitment component of ethnic identity, and employment status. Once again, Negative Self-image was associated with a poorer engagement outcome, in this case, higher likelihood of a missed appointment in the last 3 months. This is consistent with other research that has linked patients’ perceptions of stigma to interruptions in HIV care in adult populations. Affirmation, Belonging, and Commitment to one’s ethnic group was associated with fewer missed appointments, consistent with a previously reported analysis in the larger ATN 070 cohort (which was not limited to black youth). These results are also consistent with other literature in general adolescent and youth populations, where ethnic identity affirmation is associated with positive adjustment and healthy development, particularly for minority youth.

Employment status (working either full-time or part-time, compared to those participants who did not work at all) also had a positive effect on adherence to medical appointments. This effect was not attenuated or explained by participants’ ages or education levels. Although employment may not be instinctively viewed as a psychosocial factor, a substantial body of youth-focused research discusses employment as a key contextual factor with implications for adolescent health and development. However, prior literature on the relationship between youth employment and health outcomes is mixed. Some studies, which predominantly focus on younger, in-school youth, have found higher rates of substance use and sexual risk to be associated with youth employment. On the other hand, other research highlights benefits of employment as part of youth development and adult identity formation. Since our sample was primarily out of school, with an average age of 20, employment was developmentally normative for most of our participants and may reflect a successful transition to adulthood, which has been positively related to engagement outcomes in a prior qualitative study focused on YB-GBMSM. Maintaining employment requires a degree of maturity and reliability that may also have a positive impact on engagement in care. Furthermore, employment in older adolescents and emerging adults who may no longer live at home is likely related to greater economic stability, which could also facilitate appointment adherence.

HIV-positive identity salience was positively associated with being on ART. The directionality of this association is unclear; it could be that taking daily medications served as a reminder of one’s HIV status, making it more salient in the consciousness of those who have been started on ART. On the other hand, salience of HIV-positive identity, or any chronic illness identity is generally consistent with positive, active coping and adjustment. As the decision to initiate a patient on ART is based in large part on providers’ subjective assessments of their psychological stability and ability to adhere, it could be that the salience construct is selecting for well-adjusted participants who are deemed ready to begin ART by their physicians.

We did not find any significant associations with adherence, as measured by self-report of missed doses within the last day, week or month. This was somewhat surprising given the extensive body of research associating ART adherence in youth with psychosocial constructs including some of those measured here, namely, stigma, psychological distress, and social support. Of note, however, the power to assess relationships with this outcome was limited, as the sample size that could report on adherence was restricted to those who had been prescribed ART (less than half of our total sample). Additionally, our measure of psychological distress was based on self-report of mental health care-seeking, which is likely a less sensitive measure of psychological symptomatology than traditional measures of depression that were not available in this dataset.

Relating these findings to our SAT conceptual framework, it was notable that many of the predictors that emerged as significant were the individual-level contextual processes, including psychological constructs that related to participants’ identities and self-perceptions (e.g., negative self-image, HIV-positive identity salience, and ethnic identity affirmation), while self-change processes did not appear to be significantly associated with any of our engagement outcomes. At first glance, these findings might imply that the SAT model could be simplified or streamlined for use in this population. It is interesting that other, primarily intervention-focused, applications of SAT to youth and/or HIV-positive populations have focused much more on the self-change processes than the individual contextual factors. However, our parent study was much more focused on assessment of
psychological, especially identity-related factors; it may therefore be that our measures of self-change processes were not as strong or precise to capture the importance or effects of these constructs.

Our findings regarding the importance of identity and self-perception complement a recent qualitative investigation of engagement in HIV care among adults in San Francisco, which also highlighted the importance of participants’ changing perspectives on HIV, and changing HIV identity as key features of the subjective experience of engaging in HIV care through the continuum, particularly in the immediate post-diagnosis period. These authors concluded that interventions to improve engagement in care should address the formation of a healthy HIV-positive identity as a part of the continuum of care. Such research demonstrates that a diagnosis of HIV affects individuals’ identity beliefs across age groups; however, identity-related processes are likely to be even more salient for our study population, as they were surveyed during adolescence and emerging adulthood, in which identity formation is a central process. For these reasons, not only HIV-related identity constructs, but also constructs related to other parts of respondents’ identities (such as ethnic identity) were also important to their ability to engage in healthcare.

Implications

This study represents an early, exploratory step toward understanding relationships between psychosocial factors and engagement in care among YB-GBMSM. However, our findings have potential implications for intervention at multiple levels. By analyzing predictors of engagement among YB-GBMSM who are already in care, we have begun to identify factors that might facilitate retention or alternatively, lead to disengagement. For individual patients and providers, the importance of psychological constructs related to self-perception and identity suggest that integration of mental health support services at various stages along the continuum is important for preventing disengagement from HIV care among YB-GBMSM. Given the salience of ethnic identity in particular, it is critical that mental health and primary care providers be culturally competent and culturally affirming in their treatment of YB-GBMSM. Providers must also be attuned to the potential for negative self-image related to HIV stigma, and should inquire about patients’ perceptions of their HIV status as they change over time. Outside of the clinical care setting, additional health promotion interventions should be developed specifically for HIV-positive YB-GBMSM to affirm ethnic identity and assist in coping with HIV-related stigma, as a strategy for optimizing engagement in care.

Institution or community-level interventions aiming to improve linkage to care in YB-GBMSM might focus on our observation that a large proportion of our sample reported attempts to initiate care-seeking on the day of diagnosis. Newer technologies that facilitate translating patients’ efforts to seek care into actual linkage, such as point of care CD4/ viral load testing, or linkage case management, could be especially helpful for these youth. Finally, the protective effect of work on adherence to medical appointments suggests that at the community level, developing and linking YB-GBMSM to life skills programs that facilitate stable employment may have additional benefit for keeping youth in medical care. Education and awareness programs to decrease stigma against people living with HIV in the wider community could also be helpful for linkage and retention in care among YB-GBMSM.

Strengths and limitations

Our study examined multiple psychosocial constructs as influences on different stages of engagement in HIV care, among a clinical sample of YB-GBMSM living with HIV from various geographic regions across the country. Unlike many other prior studies, we have focused exclusively on YB-GBMSM, with the goal of uncovering findings that are specific to the demographic group with the highest HIV risk. An additional strength was that the majority of measures used were well-established instruments with strong psychometric properties.

Despite these strengths, several limitations bear mention, particularly with respect to measurement. As our analysis was based on a secondary analysis of a self-report dataset, we did not have the requisite information to assess engagement as it is traditionally measured by guidelines such as those put forth by the Institute Of Medicine and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. However, the use of self-report measures can still give valuable insight into engagement in care, perhaps even uncovering additional dimensions of engagement beyond data collected through official channels. These were also subject to social desirability and recall biases; future studies in this vein should consider combining clinical chart abstraction data with rigorous psychosocial assessments to test the findings that we have presented. It should also be noted that our participants were recruited from clinical settings, and therefore represented a sample that is more likely to be engaged in care to some degree. Different psychosocial barriers and facilitators may be more salient for YB-GBMSM who are completely out of care. We did not have data about the respondents’ disease severity either at diagnosis or at the time of the survey, which would have the potential to affect many of the theoretical relationships discussed here.

A few of the measures had borderline z values: Morality of Homosexuality (z = 0.68), Ethnic Identity Search (z = 0.70), and Social Support (z = 0.70), which has implications for our findings as well. None of these emerged as statistically significant in our analyses; perhaps these associations would have been stronger if our measures were more reliable for this sample of participants. Finally, we should make note of that the fact that several statistically significant associations had odds ratios that bordered one. This may have been partially attributable to a relatively small sample size; however, the clinical significance of these trends remains to be explored in more depth in future research.

Conclusions

Our findings suggest that a more complete understanding of engagement in care among YB-GBMSM includes psychological and contextual factors that go beyond the demographic and clinical covariates that are typically collected in analyses of the HIV care continuum. Perhaps more importantly, these variables/factors vary across the continuum of care—so depending on the specific stage of engagement that
is being targeted, interventions may need to address a range of different factors. Ensuring that these young men stay engaged in care is paramount for optimizing the health of YB-GBMSM living with HIV. Future research should include broader representation of the HIV care continuum among YB-GBMSM, including those who are not yet in care and larger numbers of youth who are on ART. Ultimately, this line of research can lead to an improved understanding of the complex nature of engagement in care for YB-GBMSM, in order to inform the design of culturally and developmentally appropriate clinical services to optimize engagement in care for this unique and high-risk group.
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